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Primary neuroendocrine breast cancer (NEBC) is currently 
considered rare, being thought to account for ~0.3 - 0.5% of all 
breast cancers, and for this reason there are no data from prospective 
clinical trials on its optimal management.[1,2] Also known as breast 
carcinoma with neuroendocrine differentiation, NEBC comprises a 
heterogeneous group of rare invasive breast carcinomas[2] that have 
historically been poorly defined owing to different definitions of 
what constitutes a neuroendocrine carcinoma.[3] Several theories 
on the histogenesis of primary NEBC have been proposed in the 
literature, the most widely recognised suggesting that it is derived 
from the divergent differentiation of a neoplastic stem cell in both 
epithelial and neuroendocrine cells.[3] Another theory hypothesises 
a derivation from neural crest cells that migrate to the mammary 
glands, or an origin from neuroendocrine cells present in breast 
tissue.[3] The observation that NEBCs often resemble breast tumours 
histologically supports the hypothesis that NEBCs derive from 
the differentiation of an epithelial progenitor cell.[3] Furthermore, 
the term  neuroendocrine carcinoma of the breast  was revised 
to  carcinomas with neuroendocrine features  in the 2012  WHO 
Classification of Tumours of the Breast.[4] The diagnosis is based on 
morphological features similar to those of lung and gastrointestinal 
neuroendocrine tumours, and neuroendocrine markers.[2] The World 
Health Organization (WHO) has stratified neuroendocrine neoplasms 
based on their histological differentiation into low, intermediate and 
high grade, with majority of NEBCs being hormone receptor positive 
and human epithelial growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) negative.[5-7] 
In 2019, the WHO classified NEBCs with neuroendocrine tumours 
of other organ systems into differentiated neuroendocrine tumours 
(low Nottingham grade) and poorly differentiated neuroendocrine 
carcinomas (high Nottingham grade). The group previously named 
intermediate is excluded, only two groups being recognised.[8] 
Further classifications and new findings in the future may shed 
more light on tumours of this histological type. Neuroendocrine 
tumours commonly occur in the gastrointestinal system (70%) 
and bronchopulmonary system (20%), with the mammary glands 
accounting for <1%.[6] Early-stage tumours are usually treated with 
the same strategy used for other types of invasive breast cancer.[1,2]

The main objective of this case report is to share our experience 
with NEBC as an addition to the existing literature. The patient gave 

written informed consent to publish. Ethical approval was obtained 
from Pietersburg-Mankweng Research Ethics Committee (ref. no. 
PMREC 25 AUGUST UL 2021/F).

Case report
A 39-year-old obese woman had had a lump in the right breast 
for 18 months. She had gone to her local hospital when she 
noticed the lesion. A core biopsy was done and she was referred 
to the breast oncology clinic at Mankweng Hospital in Polokwane, 
Limpopo Province, South Africa, for further assessment and 
management. She had previously been healthy, with no known 
comorbidities and no family history of malignancy. On enquiry 
about her gynaecological history, she stated that her menarche had 
been at age 12, and she was still having normal periods and on 
contraception. She had a 15-year-old child, born when she was 24. 
After the birth of this child she had two more pregnancies, both 
resulting in unexplained stillbirths at term. She had no history 
of pregnancy-induced hypertension or any medical conditions 
diagnosed during pregnancy. After her discovery of the breast 
lump she was diagnosed with young-onset hypertension. There 
were no associated weight changes, and she was HIV negative. 
On examination she had a scar on the right upper quadrant, no 
palpable axillary lymph nodes, an elevated blood pressure (150/93 
mmHg, pulse rate 88 bpm) and a high body mass index (37.7 
kg/m2). The rest of the vital signs and the findings on systemic 
examination were unremarkable. On examination of the breast, 
the tumour was clinically staged as T3N0M0, making it stage IIB. 
Histological evaluation showed nests of cells infiltrating extensively 
throughout the tissue. The cells were hormone receptor (oestrogen 
and progesterone) positive, the HER2 score was 3+ and the 
Ki-67 proliferation index was 50 - 60%. Synaptophysin (SYP) and 
chromogranin (CGA) cytoplasmic staining was positive within the 
tumour cells, features in keeping with grade 3 invasive carcinoma 
showing neuroendocrine differentiation. A mammogram (Fig.  1) 
revealed poorly marginated density with a speculated mass noted 
on the upper inner quadrant at 1 o’clock on the middle portion of 
the right breast. The mass expended anteriorly to the retro-areolar 
space causing minimal traction of the peri-areolar skin and nipple. 
There were associated architectural distortions and trabecular 
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thickening. The retromammary space was grossly normal bilaterally. 
There was no thickening of overlying skin, and no dilated ducts 
bilaterally. Regional benign calcifications were noted in the left 
breast. No axillary lymph nodes were visualised bilaterally. For 
further evaluation, a computed tomography (CT) scan (Figs  2, 3 
and 4) was done and revealed multiple enlarged lymph nodes in the 
right axillary region. The right breast was ill defined with trabecular 
thickening and nipple retraction. The breast mass did not extend 
into the retromammary space, and the pectoralis muscle was grossly 
normal. Hypodense areas were noted in the thoracic and lumbar 
vertebrae, with involvement of the posterior elements. The right 
scapular blade and spine also had multiple hypodense areas. The 
lung parenchyma, the visualised liver, the stomach and the rest of 
the visualised bowel and the kidneys were grossly normal. With this 
evidence, the patient was diagnosed as having primary NEBC, with 
features suggestive of metastasis to the bones. A bone scan revealed 
widespread metastases in the skull and throughout the spine, pelvic 
bone, proximal femur and sternum. In view of this finding, the 
patient was re-assessed as having clinical stage IV disease. The 
management approach changed to focus on palliative care. There 
was no surgical intervention, and the patient was referred to the 
medical oncology clinic for further management, to come back if 
the need for surgical palliation arose.

Discussion
Primary NEBCs are rare and the diagnosis therefore depends 
on excluding metastasis from other sites, because the two 
entities require different management approaches.[9] Diagnostic 
tools include the use of tumour markers such as CGA and 
SYP immune reactivity, which is significantly associated with a 
neuroendocrine neoplasm.[1,10] Importantly, elevated CGA levels 
are also associated with hypertension, obesity and heart failure,[11] 
among other conditions. On breast imaging with mammography 
and/or ultrasound, secondary NEBCs are oval in shape, with 
circumscribed or microlobulated margins.[12] Triple assessment 
is mandatory; however, histopathological assessment and 
immunohistochemistry staining are the mainstay of diagnosis.
[1,13,14] Clinically, the presentation of NEBCs cannot be distinguished 
from other types of breast cancer. It has also been postulated that, 
unlike other breast cancers, NEBCs can present with clinical features 
related to hormonal secretion because of ectopic production of 
adrenocorticotrophic hormone, norepinephrine or calcitonin.[15] Our 
patient was obese and hypertensive, with SYP- and CGA-positive 
cytoplasmic staining within the tumour cells. More knowledge 
and research on the possible association between the tumour 
markers and clinical syndromes could play a vital role in patient 
management, so further evidence on this association is of crucial 
importance. So far, there are no available research data specifying 

Fig. 1. Mammogram of right breast (A) and left breast (B): poorly marginated 
density with a speculated mass noted on the upper inner quadrant at 1 o’clock 
on the middle portion of the right breast.

A B

Fig. 2. Computed tomography scan, transverse view. There is an ill-defined 
right breast mass (arrow) with trabecular thickening and nipple retraction. 
It does not extend into the retromammary space, and the pectoralis muscle 
is grossly normal.

Fig. 3. Computed tomography scan,  sagittal views:  Hypodense areas noted 
in the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae.
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radiological pathognomic features in the diagnosis of NEBCs. As 
in our patient, mammographic and CT scan findings are similar 
to those in other histologically different types of breast cancer, and 
imaging therefore cannot be used alone. It is vital to distinguish 
between primary NEBCs and metastatic neuroendocrine tumours 
from another site, because treatment of the two is different.[15] 
The CT scan findings in our case suggested that the patient had 
advanced breast cancer with metastasis to the thoracic vertebrae, 
right scapular blade and spine. With no specific management 
strategies for advanced neuroendocrine breast malignancies, the 
management principles are currently the same as for other types 
of breast cancers. A multimodality therapeutic strategy includes 
chemotherapy, endocrine therapy, peptide receptor radionuclide 
therapy, radiation therapy or surgery, or combinations of the above. 
It is hoped that better knowledge of the biology of these tumours 

will provide new therapeutic targets for personalised treatment in 
the near future.

Conclusion
Owing to the rarity of NEBCs, there is not enough evidence to guide 
specific management, so the treatment is the same as that for invasive 
breast carcinoma of no special type. Further studies are indicated to 
elucidate the clinical behaviour of the tumour.
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Fig. 4. Computed tomography scan of abdomen, coronal section. Hypodense 
areas noted in the thoracic vertebrae. Visualised liver, stomach, the rest of the 
visualised bowel and the kidneys are grossly normal.
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